Review – The Post

Good – 24
•

•

OK – 3

We were both enthralled by this film. It needs a second viewing to
appreciate all the links and characters. Interesting, captivating and
alarming in light of current events. So pleased we were able to see
it.
Once you tuned in to the mumbled accents, it became compelling.
Excellent performances from all the cast. The pointed comments
about the law being for the governed, not the government were
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Very timely and
interesting topic, but didn't
think the film merited
oscar nomination for best
picture. Some difficulty in
hearing dialogue
particularly in the first 10

Poor – 1
•

Not sure how to
rate the film last
night. I didn't like, it
wasn't my thing. I
wasn't able to
follow the story as I
know nothing of the
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relevant for today. Liked the Watergate ending.
And it gets even better on the second viewing.
We thoroughly enjoyed The Post.
We both enjoyed the film, excellent acting, interesting to see Tom
Hanks and Meryl Streep working together.
Intriguing story which we didn't altogether remember from real life.
Great acting. Liked watching the vintage presses 'roll', apparently a
set-up from 1970's England.
We all enjoyed the film although the start was a little confusing, (too many
suits) but after that it was an absorbing thoroughly enjoyable film.
We were drawn into the story, after at first feeling uncertain about
some of the characters.
We all thought it was good. It was difficult to hear, but our guest
made the same comment the first time she saw it at a different
venue.
Complex story excellently presented and acted. Authentic old
technology in the print room much enjoyed. A wonderful film, thank
you for showing it.
Not really my kind of film but it was interesting to find out how the
top people do things to save face and don't care about the
consequences on other peoples lives. Same as WW1 over here. I'm
glad your woman was brave enough to take that decision, hats off to
her.
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minutes or so.
Worthy and timely of course
- but, as entertainment,
mono-tonal.
Got a bit confused in the
first half with all the different
characters. But enjoyed the
second half, particularly the
scenes of newspaper
production in those days –
and the suspense.

Vietnam war or the
American press.

